
 

 
2017 Children’s Community Classes 
January 21 – February 18 | 9am – 12pm 
Saturday – 5 weeks | $100 
 
Comic and Zines: Printmaking unleashed! – Grant Benoit 
Drawing Studio | Ages 12-17 
Students will look at classic comics and learn printmaking techniques to create their own narratives. By 
using mono printing, relief and silkscreen techniques, students will find their own super identity and learn 
pamphlet style binding to create their own comics and zines. Students will learn hands on techniques and 
creative thinking by creating stories, characters and collaborative practices. Students will leave the course 
being exposed to printmaking techniques, but also several cool class collaborative zines and comic book 
spreads that they can share with their friends and family. 
 
Charm Situations – Maia Leppo 
Metals Studio | Ages 11-17 
Charms can reflect a memory, situation or just be a fun way to share something with others. During this 
workshop students will focus on a different type of charm process the first four weeks, with the final week 
making a chain to hold them all on. Piercing and sawing out a shape, riveting a found object, setting a 
found object and soldering on a constructed shapes will be covered. A chain and a clasp method will also 
be taught so students can wear their finished product. 
 
Exploring Acrylic, Oil, and Watercolor Techniques – Ed Lockett 
Painting Studio | Ages 10-17 
This creative class will use acrylic and oil paint media on canvas panels. Each student will be able to focus 
on his/her individual area of interest - landscape, portrait, nature or fantasy. In acrylics, students will 
explore different patterns and textures of paint. In oils, students will learn to layer and blend the paint on 
the canvas. Participants will also use tube and cake paints to learn exciting techniques in creating 
transparent watercolor paintings. An open, creative attitude is the greatest asset for this class. 
 
Wheel Throwing Basics - Kelly Sullivan & Kevin Leiva 
Studio | Ages 9-14 
This class will be an opportunity for kids who have taken wheel throwing to improve on their current skills 
as well as a chance for those that are new to the medium to learn basic wheel throwing. This will include 
teaching basic trimming techniques, hand and finger techniques and glazing techniques to create decorative 
surfaces. All skill levels welcome! 
 
The Five W’s of Handbuilding – Amy Hand 
Clay Handbuilding Studio | 9 and up 
Handbuilding in clay offers many possibilities and poses a lot of questions. Using the five W’s: Who What 
When Where & Why, each week students will learn a new handbuilding process. Both sculptural and 
functional works will be created. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Art Explorer - Bev Gwinn Jones 
Glass Studio | Ages 6-9 
Our journey through the art world will explore artists, art mediums and illustrators you know like Picasso, 
Pollock, pointillism, pastels, paint and Potter, that's Beatrix - some will be familiar and some not. We will 
keep an art journal to remind us of our expedition! We will also make trading cards about our adventures 
to share with others. Each week, we’ll create amazing new and extraordinary art. 
 
Press Repeat - Jon Hendricks 
Textiles Studio | Ages 6-10 
How many funny cat pictures have you seen on the internet? A lot? This class will explore aspects of 
duplicating a chosen image using many medias and exploring the many ways in which they can alter or 
change. Students will produce up to 10 unique pieces of mixed media art work. 
 
Festival of Lanterns - Heather Ashworth 
Woodworking Studio | Ages 14-17 
Do you have a corner in your room that's a little dim? Could you use a lamp to brighten things up? How 
about making your own wooden lantern that will give you extra light and also make a beautiful piece of art 
for years to come. 
 
Turning Wood Crafts - Jacki Proffitt 
Woodturning Studio | Ages 13-17 
In this class, students will hone their woodturning skills to learn about art processes found in a wood shop. 
Working with native woods, students will create some traditional crafts that have been in these mountains 
for generations using various types of wood turning processes. 
 


